Two nonsense mutants of age-1, the Caenorhabditis elegans gene encoding phosphoinositide 3-kinase, live nearly 10-fold longer than wild-type controls and are exceptionally resistant to several stresses. Genome-wide expression analyses implicated downregulation of many more genes than were upregulated in second-generation age-1 homozygotes. Functionalannotation analysis, based on Gene Ontology terms, suggested that novel mechanisms may mediate the stronger phenotypes observed for these worms than with milder age-1 disruption. For the current study, the same microarray data were reanalyzed using novel meta-analytic procedures that we developed recently. First, gene p values were corrected for systematic biases based on the observed distribution for nonexpressed genes; these values were then combined to derive an aggregate p value for each functional-annotation term while adjusting for intergene covariance. This resulted in much better coverage of relevant gene categories, including many that were independently supported by other data. The number of nonredundant GO categories significantly distinguishing age-1 alleles of exceptional longevity increased from sevenfold to greater than ninefold, improving both sensitivity and specificity of selection for altered pathways and implicating previously unsuspected longevity mechanisms. Of 150 genes whose differential expression underlay significant GO terms in both comparisons, over half were up-or down-regulated in accord with longevity, whereas one third showed altered expression uniquely in the longest-lived age-1-null strains, consistent with the activation or suppression of pathways peculiar to strong age-1 mutants.
Translational
T HE high-throughput analysis of gene expression, whether assessed on microarrays, beads, or individual transcript molecules, generates huge data sets covering tens of thousands of genes across dozens of biological samples. The first recourse of those seeking to make sense of such copious data is to restrict their field of view to just those genes showing differential expression-that is, those distinguishing experimental from control groups while keeping the false discovery rate (FDR) below an arbitrary threshold such as 0.05 (1) . These lists differ substantially between laboratories and experiments, presumably reflecting high false-positive and false-negative rates.
In an effort to discover gene expression signatures that either reflect age or predict future longevity, which might be robust between laboratories or even across diverse taxa, meta-analysis may be performed in which each gene is associated with one or more functional-annotation terms (eg, gene ontology or GO terms or, more rarely, true biochemical pathways). Investigators typically ask whether the differentially expressed gene list is significantly enriched for any category (eg, GO term) relative to all genes defined for that genome, testing for enrichment by chi-squared test. This provides a partial solution to the false-negative problem, provided that some members of each functional category are expressed coordinately. Thus, despite differences among studies as to which class members are identified for a given GO term, many studies could identify that category as enriched. Previous studies have used this approach to define classes of genes that alter with age (2) (3) (4) or with longevity (5) (6) (7) (8) . One measure of their success is that they led to the discovery of processes that alter with longevity consistently across species: Longer-lived animals tend to downregulate genes of protein biosynthesis while upregulating genes of energy production, glutathione transferases, carbohydrate catabolism, and Phase-1 and Phase-2 detoxification pathways (7) . Similarly, the expression of electron transport chain genes was found to be strongly age-dependent in diverse species (9) .
Clearly, this type of meta-analysis can greatly simplify the task of interpreting gene expression comparisons and can permit robust conclusions. However, it is our contention that it works inefficiently (so as to miss trends indicated by the data) and also may produce incorrect positive results. There are two problems with current GO procedures: (a) they discard all quantitative information about expression differences for individual genes, and (b) they inflate the significance of GO categories by ignoring correlations in expression pattern among class members (10) . As a trivial example, we demonstrated previously that microarray comparisons are biased toward discovery of more highly expressed genes (6), a violation of the assumption of independence which has nothing to do with coordinate expression of genes in a co-regulated pathway. Genes with high transcript levels are thus all slightly predisposed to appear differentially expressed, and GO terms comprising such genes are more likely to appear enriched among differentially expressed genes.
To address these difficulties, we developed an alternative meta-analysis procedure in which p values are aggregated for each functional category. We can thus determine the overall significance of differential expression for genes within a GO category while correcting for transcript-level correlations among those genes (10) . We also applied an improved method to adjust differential expression p values for individual genes based on the empirical distribution observed for nonexpressed genes (which by definition cannot reflect true differential expression but could only vary due to random or "noise" effects and/or systematic errors). We here describe the application of these procedures to reanalyze two distinct expression comparisons in which two extremely long-lived age-1 mutants were grouped as phenotypically equivalent (in order to dilute the effects of any "hitch-hiker" mutations tightly linked to the known age-1 alterations) and contrasted to either a moderately long-lived allele or the wild-type age-1 (6) . The number of significant terms distinguishing these mutants increased by sevenfold and ninefold in these two comparisons, with many of the new terms having independent support from biological and molecular traits shown to differ markedly between these alleles. Our procedure for functional-annotation analysis is shown to improve both sensitivity and specificity for detection of altered pathways.
The insights that could potentially be derived from these analyses are nontrivial. Most previous microarray studies, of altered gene expression in mutants that disrupt a step of insulin and insulin-like growth factor (IGF-1) signaling (IIS) in Caenorhabditis elegans (8, 11) , have assumed that the consequences of such disruption are mediated entirely through the classical kinase cascade leading to suppression of the DAF-16 transcription factor, a paralog of human FoxO1a and FoxO3a (see diagram below Table 1 ). This pathway, defined in part through genetic studies in C. elegans, appears to be broadly conserved in many other species, including humans (15) . We observed that null mutations (alleles mg44 and m333) of the age-1 gene, encoding the catalytic subunit of the nematode's only class-I PI 3-kinase, increase life span and stress resistances by fourfold to sixfold over those of any other IIS mutant, including a weaker age-1 allele, hx546, and mutations disrupting the insulinlike receptor DAF-2 ((12) and Table 1 ). This implies that the absence of PIP 3 may have consequences that extend beyond just abrogation of IIS. Transcriptional studies were undertaken in an effort to define those additional pathways (6, 16) , and we here illustrate the value of our improved procedures for GO analysis by defining many gene categories that distinguish among age-1 alleles, which were not revealed by conventional GO methods.
Methods

Analysis of Microarray Data
We reanalyzed microarray data from two interstrain comparisons described previously (6) . Significant genes were previously defined using Significance Analysis of Microarrays (SAM) software (17) , and GO term enrichment had been assessed in the conventional way using DAVID software (18) . For the present analysis, we first removed data for spots with near-zero signal or known to be either duplicates or artifacts. The log 2 of expression difference between the long-lived strain and control (either age-1(hx546) or N2) was then calculated for each gene in an array, and the resulting data were lowess normalized at a bandwidth of 5% of the observations (19) .
Analysis of the normalized differences was then performed on each data set by moderated paired t tests (20, 21) conducted "by gene." We routinely partition the genes into "expressed" and "nonexpressed" subsets based on their average expression over arrays and then plot the empirical cumulative distribution of the p values for each subset (22, 23 ) from which we assess the validity of statistical modeling assumptions. As is often the case, we found that the nonexpressed genes did not fit the uniform distribution; this implies departure from some of the underlying assumptions, which in effect invalidates the conventional mode of analysis. These problems were mitigated by adjusting the p values to the null distribution implied by the nonexpressed subset as described elsewhere (Delongchamp, Lee, & Shmookler Reis, unpublished data, 2011 ). This adjustment corrects for "by array" systematic errors, such as dye or batch effects, and thereby reduces false positives. For the [mg44 + m333] versus hx546 array data, the 17,361 valid gene probes were partitioned into 19.4% nonexpressed and 80.6% expressed genes when the threshold (cutpoint) was arbitrarily set to log 2 (signal) = 8. This threshold was chosen because at least 22% of C. elegans genes were reported to show no detectable expression at any developmental stage (24) , and our objective in this step was to define a subset of nonexpressed genes with minimal inclusion of expressed genes. The [mg44 + m333] versus N2 microarray data, also cut at log 2 (signal) = 8, were likewise partitioned into 21.2% nonexpressed and 78.8% expressed genes. We note that these results are fairly robust to small changes in the cutpoint. Thus, a cutoff at 8.5 partitioned the second gene set into 29.1% nonexpressed and 70.9% expressed, but the list of significant GO terms that resulted (see "Results" section) was scarcely altered, now comprising 128 of the 132 terms observed with a cutpoint of 8.
GO terms used to annotate the C. elegans gene set were obtained from WormBase (www.wormbase.org). For each GO term represented by more than one of the interrogated genes, we computed a p value with a correction for the correlation structure among interrogated genes within that GO category (10) . This correction is necessitated by the assumption of independence in aggregating p values, which in practice invalidates most or all prevalent methods for GO analysis (10), including our initial version of this GO procedure (25) . A crude FDR was computed for the set of evaluated GO terms by applying the algorithm of Benjamini and Hochberg (26) to the GO term p values. GO terms were deemed significant if this FDR was < 0.05.
Enumeration of Nonredundant GO Terms
For each GO term significant in either analysis, up to 40 genes of highest significance were ranked by p value, requiring only that each nominal p be < .05. GO terms that comprised the same gene set were regarded as fully redundant and were combined; terms that are clearly subsets of other terms were listed and counted separately, but if the broadest terms were redundant with the sum of subsets, they were excluded when summing total terms.
Statistics
Pearson and Spearman (rank-order) correlation coefficients were calculated within Excel. For each correlation coefficient r calculated from n data points, its p value was ascertained after t transformation, Chi-squared tests were also performed within Excel, comparing actual to expected 2 × 2 or 2 × 4 matrices. Cells of actual matrices contain gene counts from the eight triangles formed from the four quadrants of a graph as in Figure 2 , each bisected by a diagonal (with exclusion of genes falling in the region near the diagonals, that is, for which |y − x| < 0.5).
Results
We previously performed two sets of microarray comparisons (6) between extremely long-lived age-1 mutants (non- Notes: Columns 4-7 were compiled from (12) (13) (14) , WormBase, and unpublished data. ND = not determined. * After 24-h in vivo incubation with g-32 P-ATP, worms were flash frozen, ground, and phospholipids extracted and resolved by thin-layer chromatography. Autoradiographic intensities were measured for signals co-migrating with PIP 2 and PIP 3 standards. PI3K activity was inferred from PIP 3 /PIP 2 ratios in worms after 2-h exposure to 2 mM H 2 O 2 . Ratios for uninduced worms were ≤0.005 (~background).
† Similar traits (including life-extension) were reported for akt-2 mutants; the double mutant is inviable.
The diagram provides a simplified schematic of insulin-like signaling in C. elegans. Signs (+ or −) indicate the principle mode of interaction for each step. Both symbols are shown for insulin-like peptides (some of which are agonists and others antagonists of the DAF-2 receptor) and for DAF-16 (a FOXO-type transcription factor that can have either positive or negative effects on its various gene targets). Protein kinases involved in IIS include DAF-2 (insulin-like signaling receptor), insulin receptor substrate, PDK (phosphoinositide-dependent kinase), AKT (a heterodimer of AKT1 and AKT2 in C. elegans; also known as protein kinase B), and AMPK (AMP-activated protein kinase). C. elegans has three PI3K (phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase) enzymes with differing substrates, each a heterodimer of a catalytic and a regulatory subunit. Only class-I PI3K, forming PI(3,4,5)P 3 from PI(4,5)P 2 , is known to be involved in the IIS pathway. sense alleles mg44 and m333, grouped together based on their virtually identical traits, including life spans roughly 10 times normal) compared with either a moderately long-lived allele (hx546, 1.6× normal) or the normal age-1 allele carried by wild-type strain N2. For the present report, these data were reanalyzed by two methods we developed recently ((10) and Delongchamp, Lee, & Shmookler Reis, unpublished data, 2011). These procedures (see "Methods" for details) began with subtraction of "local" background and the novel use of low-signal spots (presumed to represent nonexpressed genes) to adjust all the p values for differential expression, thus reducing the impact of any systematic biases such as batch or dye effects. We then calculated the combined p value for every GO category by aggregating the adjusted p values of the included genes, while compensating for covariance among genes. This procedure effectively uses the difference between expression levels of the compared groups (very long-lived vs normal or less long-lived age-1 alleles) for every gene in a GO category in terms of its gene-specific variance, and aggregates the total significance of all expression changes within that category. We thus employ far more microarray information than conventional GO analysis, which reduces all gene expression data to one bit of information (differentially expressed or not) by testing differentially expressed gene lists for enrichment, relative to the entire genome, of genes assigned each GO term ( Figure 1A) .
The results are summarized in Table 2 for the most significant terms and presented in full as Supplementary Tables  S1 and S2 . First, we note that the use of a moderated paired t test (20) with unmodified p values initially produced fewer significantly differential genes at a FDR of q < 0.05 than SAM, a software program widely used for this purpose (17) Comparison of conventional GO meta-analysis of gene expression, with a novel method applied here to calculate aggregated p values for each GO category. A. Schematic illustration of the distinct statistical approaches of these procedures. B. GO analysis with aggregated p values (right) produced far more significant GO terms (at false discovery rate < 0.05) than were produced by a conventional method (left). Roughly half of those GO terms defined by the aggregation method for each microarray set were shared in common by the two sets (area of overlap), which contrasted the same two very long-lived strains to different controls (N2 wild-type worms or the weaker age-1(hx546) mutant). All strains were "near-isogenic," having been outcrossed into the same N2-strain background.
the distribution of nonexpressed genes as the null, the same comparison now indicated fewer genes that appeared to be differentially expressed to any degree (7% of genes when comparing [mg44 or m333] with hx546, versus 24% before adjustment; and 9% when comparing [mg44 or m333] with N2, versus 45% before adjustment). However, for the contrast of [mg44 or m333] to hx546, far more of these genes (498) were now significant at FDR < 0.05. The number of significant genes remained about the same, 135 genes, for the somewhat noisier and lower-powered contrast of [mg44 or m333] to N2. Despite this imbalance, under the current meta-analysis, there was very little difference between the two comparisons in the numbers of significant GO terms as described next.
The number of nonredundant, significant GO terms distinguishing strains in each comparison was substantially increased by the procedures we applied, from 17 to 126 in one analysis (very long-lived age-1 alleles vs wild type) and from 15 to 143 in the other (very long-lived age-1 alleles vs the weaker hx546 allele). Because computer simulations indicated that this procedure actually reduces false positives (10), the sevenfold to ninefold increase in the number of significant categories is attributed to the far more efficient use of expression data for determining significances by the new protocol. Roughly half of each list (67 GO terms) consisted of shared categories, common to both comparisons. The remainder represents an increased yield of GO terms that differ markedly and significantly between the two comparisons ( Figure 1B) . Thus, we achieved two important goals of this functional-annotation analysis, which were to separately define "shared pathways" common to all hypomorphic mutations of age-1, that is, differentially expressed only in comparison to N2, and "allele-specific" pathways that are unique to (or markedly more differential in) strong age-1 mutant alleles, which are substantially Figure 2 . Comparison of expression ratios in two microarray contrasts implies that transcript levels for many of the most significantly differential genes in each significant GO term are concordant with the relative longevities of near-isogenic strains carrying different age-1 alleles. We performed meta-analysis of GO term significance for two expression data sets, comparing very long-lived alleles of age-1 (mg44 or m333, each 9-10× wild-type (w.t.) life span) to either a weak age-1 allele (hx546, 1.6× w.t. life span; eight microarrays) or to N2 (w.t., hence 1×; six microarrays). There were 48 GO terms that were significant in both comparisons at false discovery rate < 0.05. For each, we listed the top 40 nominally significant genes (p < .05) in the "versus hx546" comparison along with their p values from the "versus N2" comparison, and vice versa, retaining only the 150 genes for which p < .05 in one comparison and p < .2 in the other. For each gene and comparison, the base-2 logarithm of the expression ratio between the very long-lived age-1 strains and the reference strain (hx546 or N2) defined the points plotted here. Genes with higher expression in the very long-lived alleles than in either control strain are thus indicated in the upper right quadrant, and a position in the upper left triangle of that quadrant (red symbols) signifies a larger difference from N2 than from hx546, such that gene expressions are ordered [mg44, m333] > hx546 > N2 (w.t.). Similarly, genes in the lower left quadrant have lowest expression in the very long-lived strains, and the half-quadrant below the diagonal (green symbols) indicates genes with the order of expression [mg44, m333] < hx546 < N2 (w.t.). (>sixfold) longer lived than the hx546 allele (12), and thus differentially expressed in both comparisons. Our underlying hypothesis was that the first group of pathways would predominantly reflect mechanisms that are substantially implemented in the milder age-1(hx546) allele, such as dauer formation and delayed reproduction, whereas the second group would include mechanisms responsible for the greatly increased life span and stress resistance peculiar to the second-generation homozygotes for the two age-1 nonsense mutations (mg44 and m333), which are essentially null alleles. The observation of a like number of allele-specific categories that were significant only in the comparison to the weak age-1 allele could reflect cleaner arrays and/or greater power in that comparison (based on eight microarrays rather than six), or may reveal pathways for which strong and weak age-1 alleles actually have opposing effects.
As a corollary of this hypothesis, we predicted that expression levels would alter progressively with life span, for Note: GO terms are listed with FDR < 0.0002 in the comparison between very long-lived age-1 alleles (mg44 and m333) and the milder hx546 allele; data are shown as FDR-1, followed in successive columns by the numbers of genes in each category that were shifted up, down, or remained neutral (≤40% change) in the longest-lived strains. Corresponding outputs (with FDR in bold if significant) are also provided from a separate GO analysis comparing the same two age-1-null strains to the wild-type age-1 allele (strain N2); these data are shown as FDR-2, up-2, etc. FDR = false discovery rate; tRNA = transfer RNA. a subset of genes whose differential expression contributes to GO-term significance. Those genes might then be among those responsible for the extreme longevity trait associated primarily with the null age-1 alleles. In fact, the data strongly support this corollary, showing a distinctly nonrandom heterogeneity of gene expression patterns. One hundred and fifty genes were found, which were significant or suggestive in both comparisons (one p < .05 and the other < .2), and contributed to one or more GO categories that were significant in both analyses (each FDR < 0.05). Results for these genes (listed in Supplementary Table S3) are illustrated in Figure 2 , in which the log 2 (expression ratio) between the two very long-lived alleles and the weaker age-1(hx546) allele is plotted on the x axis, and the corresponding log ratio versus wild-type (N2) controls is plotted on the y axis. Of these 150 genes, 49 (33%) were almost equally differential in the two comparisons, such that the absolute value of the difference, log 2 (ratio A ) − log 2 (ratio B ), is less than 0.5. This means that expression of those genes in the hx546 strain was within 1.4-fold of expression in wild-type worms (each measured relative to the same two strong age-1 alleles); as a result, symbols for these genes clustered very close to the diagonals in Figure 2F .
However, an even larger set of genes (78/150, or 52%) displayed expression changes concordant with longevity (ie, ratios were more extreme for comparison of strong age-1 alleles to wild-type than for a comparison to the weaker hx546 allele); these genes are represented by red symbols in Figure 2 if expression in the strong age-1 alleles was elevated relative to the control strains, and by green symbols if it decreased. These "longevity-concordant" genes greatly exceeded the proportion expected by chance, whereas very few genes-a total of 6 (4%)-were fully discordant (shifted in opposite directions in the two comparisons), and only 17 (11%) differed in the same direction but in the "wrong" order, that is, showed larger effects for the comparison to hx546 than relative to N2 controls. The overall distribution of genes among these trend patterns was significantly nonrandom, with chi-squared p < 2 × 10 −8 ( Figure 2F ).
Restricting our attention to the 48 GO terms significant in both comparisons and comprising at least five differentially expressed genes each, and considering up to 40 significant genes within each, 9 of these 48 GO terms had distributions that were nominally significant (chi-squared p < .05), whereas only 2.4 would be expected by chance. These terms, five of which are illustrated in Figure 2 , panels A-E, are determination of adult life span (chi-squared p < .002), transport (p < .005), structural constituent of cuticle (p < .005), cytokinesis (p < .012), integral to membrane (p < .02), calcium ion binding (p < .02), zinc ion binding (p < .03), protein amino acid phosphorylation (p = .03), and embryonic development (p < .04). A tenth term, oxidation reduction, narrowly evaded significance at p = .053.
In addition, the many further GO terms that were not individually significant but that nevertheless contributed to the pattern observed in Figure 2F all bear testimony to the striking degree to which the gene expression phenotype of the null age-1 alleles, mg44 and m333, is a more extreme version of expression trends observed in age-1(hx546). This is not the entire story, however, in that fully a third of the differentially expressed genes underlying differential GO terms were up-or down-regulated in the presence of very long-lived age-1 alleles, equally with respect to hx546 or N2 (see Figure 3) ; these are the genes adhering closely to the diagonals in Figure 2 (listed in Supplementary Table  S3 ). This implies that their altered expression is peculiar to the two strong, null age-1 alleles, and is quite distinct from any shifts observed in the weaker hx546 allele.
Discussion
The GO terms significantly altered in the longest-lived worms ( Table 2, and Supplementary Tables S1 and S2 ) include almost all those described previously, revealed by term enrichment among differentially expressed genes (6): membrane, transmembrane receptors/transport, zinc ion binding, iron ion binding, calcium ion binding, transcription factors, DNA binding, metabolism, oxidation-reduction, ATP binding, and protein kinase. The great majority, however, had not been revealed by the previous analyses.
A substantial number of the most significantly altered GO categories (underlined in the following text) also have independent support based on prior evidence of strain differences that depend on the age-1 allele. Phosphatidylinositol kinase activity and phosphoinositide binding are highly differential GO terms in both analyses, consistent with the primary defect in age-1 mutants being disruption of the class-I PI3K catalytic subunit. However, there is a complex interaction among the numerous phosphatidylinositol kinase genes and their various products as revealed by diverse knockout mouse constructs (27) . This may help to explain the involvement of other phosphatidylinositol 3-kinases (PI3Ks) in the strong age-1 mutations (16), including class-II and -III PI3Ks, whose activities form PI(3)P and PI(3,4)P 2 , respectively. Receptor-mediated endocytosis is intimately interconnected to PIP 2 production by class-III PI3K (28) of which the catalytic subunit was shown to be markedly downregulated in very long-lived age-1 alleles (16) .
Both the mg44 and m333 alleles of age-1 were shown to have their adult life span extended by nearly 10-fold over wild-type C. elegans and at least sixfold over hx546 (12) . Curiously, this key distinguishing feature of the longest-lived C. elegans mutant strains did not appear as a significantly enriched GO term by conventional analysis (6) and yet was one of the most significant terms in the present analysis (FDR < 0.0001). These two alleles also exhibit very slow growth and larval development, requiring three to six times as long as wild-type controls to complete development, and resemble other insulin-like signaling mutations in strongly favoring dauer entry to initiate developmental arrest (12) . Vulval protrusion, a fairly common aberration of morphogen- esis and vulval development in mutants, is another trait common to mg44 and m333 adults (12) . Their reproduction is also severely impaired, in that the second-generation homozygotes for either mg44 or m333 are completely sterile (12) .
We recently reported gas chromatography/mass spectrometry evidence for fatty acid differences in membrane and storage-lipid composition for the age-1(mg44) mutation versus either hx546 or wild-type isogenic controls (13) . Acyl-coA dehydrogenases, required for fatty acid biosynthesis, decline in activity with age (29) . Thus far, they have not been implicated directly in C. elegans longevity, but other key steps in lipid-chain elongation clearly were (13, 30) .
We have found differences in nucleic acid-binding proteins, including transcription factors (unpublished data and (6,16)), and in metabolism, including generation of ATP on the mitochondrial inner membrane (unpublished data). Transcriptional and phosphoprotein profiling indicated marked changes in intracellular signaling, in particular via protein kinases-for which total activity declined more than 90% (16) . Specific signaling routes initiated by TGF-ß and insulin-like growth factors were similarly attenuated at both levels (see ref. (16) , in particular Table 2 and Supplementary Figure S2) . Quantitation of thiol-containing metabolites implicates modification of redox status (unpublished data), which may also account for several dehydrogenase GO terms. Both C. elegans aconitases (4 iron, 4 sulfur cluster binding) appear in proteomics analyses as distinctive features of mg44 and m333 alleles (unpublished data). Other proteins altered in very long-lived age-1 mutants include collagens and other cuticle proteins (unpublished data), consistent with GO term results. Protein/amino acid methylation and methyltransferase activity are known to play roles in protein repair during C. elegans dauer formation and aging (31) , whereas histone-lysine N-methyltransferase, like the ASH-2 trithorax complex, is thought to affect nematode longevity via chromatin remodeling (32) .
Many other functional-annotation terms have broader antecedents, appearing to be quite consistent with prior evidence of roles in aging or longevity regulation. Although our previous analysis had also included binding of ATP, DNA, and of zinc, iron, and calcium ions, the current analysis added binding of proteins, heme, and FAD. Heme and zinc can work together in antioxidant defenses, and both are able to extend life span in specific circumstances (33, 34) . Voltage-gated calcium channels also emerged as a significant GO term. These ion channels function in all cells for mitochondrial homeostasis, apoptosis, and aging (35, 36) . Voltage-gated potassium channels are normally found only in brain neurons, decline with age (37) , and those active in olfaction have negative effects on locomotion, metabolism, and longevity (38) . Zinc binding is also involved in glutaminergic neurotransmission, which becomes dysregulated with age and Alzheimer's dementia (39) . Glutamate receptor and glutamine metabolism showed significant changes between age-1 alleles, which might be related to glutamine's Figure 3 . Characterization of genes that were in significant GO categories (false discovery rate < 0.05) in both interstrain comparisons, and were themselves at least nominally significant (p < .05, 0.2 in the two comparisons). Schematics are shown to illustrate the patterns of gene expression versus longevity implied by the data of Figure 2 , Transcript levels were either concordant with longevity (more extreme in the longest-lived age-1 strains than in a moderately long-lived age-1 strain), uniquely up-or down-regulated in the longest-lived strains (and thus equally differential whether those strains were compared with the weak age-1 mutant or with a wild-type control), or discordant with longevity (not commensurate with life span).
gatekeeper role in nitrogen metabolism (40) , glutaminergic neurotransmitters (39), or possibly the age-dependent formation of cytotoxic polyglutamine aggregates (41) .
Proteostasis, which has emerged as a key longevityassurance process (42) , would be affected by several of the implicated categories. Heat response is mediated chiefly by heat-shock proteins; their transcriptional regulation by heatshock factor HSF-1 and suppression by IIS have been widely and repeatedly implicated as biomarkers of senescence (34, 43) . Expression of an hsp-16 gene is elevated in C. elegans under both isothermic and heat-stressed conditions (44) and predicts stochastic variation in longevity (45) . Protein maturation and processing, and hydrolase activity hydrolyzing O-glycosyl bonds, may be related via O-GlcNAc modification of proteins, especially those regulated via IIS (46) . Deletion of the enzyme that removes O-GlcNAc extends life span in C. elegans (46) . Other significant modes of protein processing include prolyl isomerization, protein methylation, and phosphorylation. A variety of nonthermal stresses elicit the unfolded protein response via a prefoldin complex in the endoplasmic reticulum, a process that is upregulated in IIS mutants to reduce protein translation while enhancing the refolding and degradation of misfolded proteins and thus to extend longevity (47) .
Indeed, consistent with previous reports that life span is extended by conditions that inhibit translation (48), many categories linked to regulation of protein expression (translation, translational intitiation, transfer RNA [tRNA] aminoacylation, queuine tRNA-ribosyltransferase activity, and tRNA processing) were significant in one or both analyses and were predominantly attenuated in the longest-lived mutants.
The "green theory" that longevity is largely ensured through xenobiotic and endobiotic detoxification systems (8, 49 ) is in agreement with our implication of oxidoreductase activity, monooxygenase activity, and lipid glycosylation via UGTs. Overall, our results are entirely consistent with and extend the GO changes previously observed to be shared by daf-2 mutants and dauer larvae (8) , as well as the broad categories conserved in aging, among nematodes, mice, and insects (7) .
We have observed a much richer yield of significant GO terms, and especially of those that are supported by the observed physiological and molecular phenotypes of the strains examined, than were detected by conventional GO analysis. The present studies do not distinguish between benefits deriving from the p-value adjustment based on the empirical distribution of nonexpressed genes, and those due to our method of determining significance of categories, because both were applied in each analysis. However, separate simulation studies are currently under way to clarify that distinction. We note that there is no a priori reason why the by-gene p values have to be derived from a paired t statistic comparing two groups. The SAM lists of significant genes, estimating FDR by an empirical Bayes procedure (17, 50) , could also be used and indeed correlated extremely well with our listings by moderated two-sample t test (20) (R = .95, p < 10 −18 ) when filtering and normalization were the same. However, for a comparison involving three or more strains or conditions, it would be perfectly reasonable to use p values from by-gene correlations based on regression to an independent variable such as life span. Purely to seek genes with strong correlation to longevity, this approach would be simpler than the one employed here, but it would have the disadvantage from our perspective of having low power to detect genes that are affected only by the strongest (and longest-lived) allele. Instead, we acquired more information while maximizing power by performing two sets of paired moderated t tests, and then ascertained the degree of correlation to longevity from a post-hoc comparison.
The results of this analysis provide support for the hypothesis that extreme age-1 mutations, which fully deplete PIP 3 in second-generation homozygotes, show more extreme shifts in transcript levels for genes in many categories that were differentially affected by a milder age-1 mutation, and also elicit novel transcriptional repertoires that are unlike those produced by other genetic disruptions of insulin-like signaling. These data clearly indicate the existence of multiple gene expression cascades mediating life extension, and augment evidence that a large majority of the affected genes are downregulated with increasing life span (see Figure 2 and (6,16) ). This could be interpreted to implicate genetic programs that limit life span, consequently extending it when they are disrupted. An alternative interpretation is that longevity (and in particular extreme longevity) entails silencing of multiple pathways whose primary function is not required for individual survival; these possibilities are neither exhaustive nor mutually exclusive.
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